The RX: Hope Virtual Table Talks start on 9/29 and run through September. Click HERE for the full schedule.

FAMILIES: Where are you in the CTRS process?
RECRUITMENT ENDS SOON!

The Foundation believes this is the most important thing you can do for the entire SCN2A community. Remember - this is not just about one child - we need all of you to give all of our kids the best chance at a cure.

Visit [www.scn2a.study](http://www.scn2a.study) to register.

Once you've done your interview, log back in to [SCN2ACTRS.study](http://SCN2ACTRS.study) to complete your BASELINE measurements and earn your first $50 gift card!

Make your voice heard in advancing research!

More Info Questions?

More incentive to participate! Win one of the following:

- Tap Tap Touch Activated Sensory Lights (set of 6)
- SCN2A Awareness Swag Bag
- $100 gift card
- $50 gift card
- $25 gift card
Eligibility to Enter to win one prize:
Must have registered for CTRS or Global Survey and completed all steps.
REGISTER TODAY @ https://scn2a.study/
For CTRS this means COMPLETION of YOUR INTERVIEW & BASELINE SURVEYS https://scn2actrs.study/
For the Global Survey, just complete and submit the survey (20 mins.)

How to Enter Contest:
Email Impact@SCN2A.ORG with your name and mailing address (where the prize will be shipped) along with the date of your completion of the surveys.
This is a win-win situation! You get to participate in impactful research while earning gift cards from the study and a chance to win additional prizes. The success of this study depends on YOUR participation!

Our Annual Campaign runs from May to the end of July this year and we quickly got to $21,000 but have hit a lull. We have 5 weeks left to reach our goal of $60,000 toward life-changing research and support for families affected by SCN2A disorders. Funding for rare diseases is hard fought and we raise much of ours in small increments through grassroots donors. We can provide resources (we've already written a letter to share!) and assistance (contact us) as we ask you reach out to your network for support. Our friends and family often want to help but aren't sure how. This is one easy way! Check out our new Social Media Toolkit that simplifies fundraising by helping you share your story through social media and email (or even snail mail). Thank you!

give the gift of hope today